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High resolution calculat10ns of oblique
shock wave reflection flowf1elds using the
Eulerian second-order Godunov scheme for Bas
dynamics have been previously reported. These studies were tnvisc1d and used (imperfect)
equilibrium equat10ns-of-state (EOS) to model
high temperature effects in the various gases.
The agreement between experimental and
computational results is excellent in these
papers; however, real gas Hayter-Stokes
calculations are required to fully reproduce the
flawf1eld phenomenology resulting from
relaxation effects and the viscous boundary
layer, and to obtain better quantitative
agreement.l,z

Abstract
The Eulerian second-order Godunoy scheme is
extended to treat a mixture of nonequ1ltbrium.
chemically reacting gases. We consider only the
case of high temperature air here, although the
scheme ;s more generally applicable. Several
planar oblique shock waye calculations are
discussed, including direct comparison with
experimental data. The new results are an
improvement over our previous gas dynamics
calculations for the same problems.
Introduction
Oblique shock wave reflection is a
benchmark problem both for more complex physical
and engineering problems and for Ialidat10n of
compressible flow computer codes. This problem
has proven amenable to accurate experimental
measurement in shock tubes and data ;s readily
available in the literature. Also, the complex
wave structure in the Mach stem region of these
experiments closely resembles the flowfield
phenomenology of typical applications. Finally,
assuming inviscid gas dynamiCS, no length scale
is present in the problem which has made it
possible to propose analytical theories for
important i2sues such as shock structure
trans; ti on.

The purpose of this paper is to report an
extension of our numerical approach to
nonequ;11brium, reactive gas mixtures applicable
to multidimensional. high temperature air
flowfields. Our calculations are compared with
experimental results obtained by I. I. Glass and
his colleagues using the shock tube fac11ity at
the Uniyersity of Toronto Institute for
Aerospace Studies (UTIAS)2. For the cases
studied here. the test gas is atr and the shocks
are sufficiently strong to induce significant
vibrational nonequ;11brium in critical regions
of the flowfield; we are also able to validate
substantial chemistry effects in some of the
cases.

The large shock tube temperatures and
pressures which are obtained for shock wave Mach
numbers (Ms) greater than about five necessitate
low ambient density test gases (a few percent of
atmospheric) for such experiments.
Consequently, vibrational mode excitation can
occur and the associated relaxation length scale
is comparable to hydrodynamic scales, e.g., the
distance between the first and second triple
point in a double Mach reflection or the triple
pOint height above the wedge surface.
Additionally. if Hs is somewhat larger. the
fl~field temperature ;s high enough (e1ther
behind the incident or reflected shoct, or both)
to introduce dissociation-recombination
reactions in appropriate test gases; the
postshock relaxation of the gas to 1ts
equilibrium value introduces other length
scales. also comparable to hydro~namic
features.

The high temperature air model used here is
expected ta be valid only to temperatures up to
8000 • 90000K, since we only include vibrational
excitation and a dissociation-recombination
reaction mechanism. Howeyer. the algorithm
could be extended to tnclude additional physical
effects such as ionization. In particular, we
expect that the mathematical structure supports
the phYSics needed for applications in reentry
aerodynamics.
Oblique Shock Wave Reflection
The configuration far oblique shock wave
reflection is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
In Figure 1, a planar shock wave of shock wave
Mach number H approaches, through quiescent
gas, the wedgi corner which is set at an angle
e with respect to the incoming flow. For
1"viscid. equilibrium flow, there is no length
scale in the problem which implies that the
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solution depends only on xlt and yft (where the
wedge corner is taken as the origin of
coordinates), and the resulting flowfields are
called pseudostead~ or self-similar. The
possible solutions are illustrated in Figure Z;
they are functions of M • e • the [OS of the
gas, and. for a nyn~olylroprc EOS. the preshock
state of the gas. •

(3)

(

The data obtained from the UTIAS facility
of the flowfield. obtained with a Z3 em d)lmeter
field of view Mach-Zender interferometer.
The
density jump. 6P. between fringes in the
interferogram ;s a constant, thereby al1owinp.
for easy data reduction. However. the shock
jump conditions must be evaluated to obtain
states (1). (Z). (3) at the triple point since
the fringes inside the shock waves cannot be
resolved. For a frozen or equilibrium jump,
this problem is straightforward given an
accur,te measurement of the triple point angle,

where T :; temperature, ~ .. RIM, R .. universal
gas constant t M ..
c Q/M~ -I, MO molecular
Q
weight of species 0, and c : mass fraction of
speCies a :; pG/P. The total specific energy is

na

Q

°a

w ; a. l ..... N

+ 1/2 ~Z

=e

(6)

where e = specif1c internal energy of the
m1 xture. ; .e., e ... LaC GeQ with e G = spec; fi c
internal energy of species a,
eCi .. (yQ _ 1)-1 ROY- + qQ •

(7)

Here. RQ = R/MQ and yG :; polytropic index for
species Q (a 1/5 for diatomic species and 5/3
for monatomic species). The first term on the
right-hand side of (7) represents the
contribution of translational and rotational
modes (which are assumed to be 1n equilibrium)
to the internal energy. It follows from (7)
that
T .. (e -

rac q

Q Q)/

I a ~.
yQ_

(8)
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substituting (8) in (5). one eaSily sees that
the pressure is a function of the conserved
quantities.
Conservation of mass implies that
P

t

+

v-

(~)

..

0 ,

(9 )

i.e., rawa c O. Equations (1) and (4) can be
recast for smooth flow into the characteristic
forms

High temperature air is mOdelled as a
nonequilibrium, reacting mixture of gases. For
the conditions (i.e •• temperature range) treated
in this paper, and ignoring ionization
reactions, the governl'B9 equations 1n
conservation form are :
(p~) •

I:

E

Equations of Motion

0

(4)

(5)

If 1 represents a relaxation length scale
and l (see Figure 2) a hydrodynamic scale,
L» l. t - l. 1« l represent frolen,
nonequilibr;um. and equilibrium flow,
respectively. A tlme-dependent experiment or
calculation runs through each of the three
regimes in succession as t .... -.' It has been
convincingly shown that significant f10wfield
features (e.g., x) differ substantially in the
two asymptotic regimes whtcg ~an be studied by
gas dynamic computations. , . The problems
studied here are all in the nonequilibrium
regime.

+ V

a-a
Paq Cl.)
~ .. p q ; a • 1, ••• ,N

The pressure is given by the equation-of.

Relaxation processes introduce two
characteristic signatures into the
interferograms. first, the relaxation zone
behind the incident shock 1s readily apparent.
Second, the fringes behind the reflected shock
are nearly tangentially incident at the shock.
Of course. the physical mechanisms responsible
for the relaxation effects cannot be discerned
from the interferograms alone and additional
analysis or computation ;s required. With
relaxation processes present. length scales are
introduced and the solution is no longer selfsimilar. Among other effects. it becomes
possible for the triple potnt angle. x. to be
time-dependent. Also, it is possible that the
shock layers in the problem are only partially
frozen at scales resolvable tn the
interferograms. As a consequence, the triple
point analysis using either frozen or
equilibrium jump condit10ns may introduce errors
into the data reduction.

a

(

state

Z. ,6. ~

~

+ V·

where pQ .. density of species a, I' i mixture
density • I pQ. U • velocity. p • pressure, E ..
a
total energy per unit mass, qO .. vibraSional
energy per unit mass of speCies Q. (Ah )Q •
specific heat of fonmation at OOK of sGecies 0,
and N • total _?"L.mber .9./ species present. The
source terms wand q represent the production
of species Q through chemical reaction and the
relaxation of vibrational energy of species a to
its equilibrium value, respectively.

is in the form of infinite fringe interferograms

x.

I' Qq Q) t

a

ct + ~ • Vc
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Q
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Q
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CI .(1
( C aq (I) t + ~ • V(a
C q
• c q ~ a • 1, ••• ,N ..

(1)

a

(10)
(11)

Note that Loc • 1 and that only N of the H+l
equltions (9), (10) are independent.

(Z)
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Numerical Method

For high temperature air without
ionization. it is a reasonable approximation l l
to take N=5 corresponding to the species 02' ~.
NO, 0, and N. Following Ref. 11. we assume that
the reaction mechanism consists of R elementary
reactions of the form
N

kftr

L v·

(pl ca.r

X
01

An operator splitting approach has been
implemented in which the gas dynamics with
frozen chemistry is solved for at. alternately
with the chemistry advanced At at constant
volume and ignoring spatial gradients. The t1me
step 4t is chosen to satisfy the CFL condition
for the gas dynamic scheme alone. For general
reactive flow problems. such a method
potentially introduces large errors due to the
ignored hydrodynamic-c.hemistry interactions over
a time step. unless the spatial mesh 1n reaction
regions 1s small enough to bring the two t1me
scales into balance. Our working hypothesis for
the present work 1s that. s1nce both the
vibrat10nal relaxation and d1ssociat10nrecombination processes are tending to
equilibrium without large oscillations. the
method will be accurate on length scales greater
than a few mesh pOints, even on relatively
coarse meshes.

N

L..r

k:

b,r (pl

Q1t

r XCI ; r-l, •••• R

(12)

where X = molar concentration of species
01. Vi 01 and
v"
are the st01 ch101Detric
coeffr~f ents fo~'[pecies CJ ; n reaction r, and
kf rand kb r' which are experimentally
determined ~xplicit functions of T. are the
forward and backward reaction rates, 11
respectively. The production terms are
·Q1
W

•

Mt1.tAu

;

01·

1••••• N

(13)

where
R

i Cl·

,11

(~,r

-

v~.r)·

The hydrodynamic step 1s solved with a
version of the Eulerian second-order Godunov
scheme. 4 This scheme is directionally split. so
we discuss the method for solving onedimensional gas dynamiCS in Cartesian
coordinates. A brief summary of the method is
as follows: (1) characteristic variables are
selected and high-order t monoton1zed slopes are
constructed for them in each computational zone.
(2) left and right states at each zone interface
are constructed by applying characteristic
prOjection operators to the profiles constructed
1n the first step. (3) the zone interface
Riemann problems are solved. and (4) interface
fluxes are evaluated and a conservative
differencing step performed. The modifications
necessary to generalize the single phase method
to I gas mixture satisfying eqns. (1) - (8) are
straightforward. as indicated below (the ensuing
discussion assumes familiarity with Ref. 4).

(14)

For the calculations presented in this paper,
the reaction mechanism and the functional form
of Kf,r' Kb,r follow the data given by C.
Park.t 2 .13
Finally. relaxation of vfbrational energy

is modelled by

(15)

where q*,Cl(T) = equilibrium vibrational energy
per unit mass of species u at terJ1)erature T and
yCl • relaxation time. The .onatomic species 0,
N do not possess vibrational modes. so qCl = 0
fOf1 u 0, N. These terms are given explicitly
by

There are several natural choices for
characteristic variables, e.g., ~I •
N
1
N}T • ~ II • { T,p1 •••••
( QI••••
,Q ,u.P.q , ••• ,q

2

N-l .U.P,q 1 ••••• qN)T , t · Q-1 • etc.
Q
present study. we have chosen

For the

1
N
1
NT
~ • (T,C •••• c ,u.P.q ••••• q )

where
ca. and

subject to the constraint

e;: vibrational temperature for species

LQlCQl.

(18)

1 everywhere;

!~: ~~~~i~a!:~ :~!o:: ~~et~Qb~!ht~:tI1

n

t and
characteristic transport step. For this choice.
t~e ~haracter1st1c equations for the variables
c .q ,a • 1, •••• N (see eqns. (10), (11»
decouple from the rest of the system.
Consequently, the computation of the
character'1stfc projection operators is almost
exactly as described in Ref. 4, and they haye
the same properties. The mixture Riemann
problem has essentially the same solution as
that for single fluid gas d~nam1cs. Thts 15 so
because the quantities cO,q are advected along
stream11nes and do not Jump across the nonlinear
wayes (shock waves and rarefaction waves) in the
Riemann problem solution. Thus, only f,u.and p
Ylry across the left and right waves and the

(17)
The equat10n for Ttl is an approximate form of
the Landau-Teller equation valid ir the
temperature ran\e considered here. 1 The
constants BQI. k IIlIst be experimentally
determined; we are using the data from Ref. 11
with the additional approximation that the heat
bath molecule for species Cl is taken to be
species Q (in general. the constants depend on
the collision partner).

3

Rankine-Huyon;ot conditions are as in the single
fluid case. If I is defi ned vi a
p • ("'l)~(e-Illq ). 1t is easy to check that
y also does not jump across nonlinear waves.
Also, r • y ~here the ·sound speed gamml- is
defined by c = fpT, C • (frozen) sound speed.
Of course. the value of y; s d1 fferent in the
left and right states defining the Riemann
problem. The end result is that the nonlinear
secant iteration and the sampling procedure to
obtain interface values is identical to that
described in Ref. 4, save for the additional
bookkeeping required to keep track of all of the
components of ~.

shock at the second triple point by the
overshoot. The calculated 1ncident shock 1s
partially reactive on scales of the order of a
few mesh points whereas the data reduction for
the experiment assumes a frozen jump; on the
fine meshes used here, the error introduced by
this difference 1s small and would be made
smaller by refining the mesh st111 further.
Both of these issues can be resolved by using
another version of the Godunov scheme in which
the infldent shock is treated as a tracked
front; this will be the subject of further
work. along with computing the exact steady
shock structure (for both frozen and partial
reaction jumps) by quadrature.

The set of equations solved 1n the
chemistry step of the operator splitting
algorithm is

~.
dt

n-1MiI.J
po

1. U

.... 1

I"

• •• • •

"

The only nontrivial boundary condition is
at the top. We have implemented a MDir1ch1etconditlon in which a discontinuous jump is
imposed at the (known) intersection of the
incident shock with the top boundary. The
postshock state is chosen to be the currently
available value from the downstream edge of the
state (1) region (the reaction process continues
here throughout the calculation). The boundary
has been taken far enough away from the
reflected shock so that the error introduced by
this procedure is negligible. Nevertheless, for
reasons of effic1ency. we expect to implement a
true Dirichlet condition (see, e.g., the
treatment in Ref. 15) in future work.

(19)

(21)

For the meshes used 1n obtaining the
results, the length l (see Figure 2) corresponds
to 350·400 zones, and the vertical distance
between the wedge surface and the top of the
reflected shock contains between 60 and 100
zones. This is comparable, but somewhat
coarser, than the meshes used in Ref. 3. The
mesh interval. Ax • 6y. is chosen so that at the
end of the calculation, L corresponds closely to
the experiment.

This is a system of N+4 coupled nonlinear
ordinary differential equat10nsia note that T P
are explicit functions of cu. c qU, I I . 1.... ,H,
and e according to the relations (5) and (8).
They are in a form suitable for solution by
standard numerical methods. In our
calculations, ~e have used standard explicit
solvers such as 2nd and 4th order Runge.kutta
methods or Euler·s method. The chemistry time
step was taken small enough to 1nsure
accuracy. In future work. we 1ntend to exp lore
implic1t methods, stiff solvers. and various
approximation schemes which take advantage of
the fact that, for much numerical work, accuracy
at levels higher than the hydrodynamic scheme
may not be useful.
t

Results
Results have been obtained for three cases:
(I) "5 = 7.19, 6w • 20°. (II) M, = 8.10, e •
27°. and (III) Ms • 8.86. e 20. Two
w
calculations have been perfrrmed for each of the
cases··a vibrational'y relaxing. nonreactive
calculation and a vibratlonal1y relaxing,
reactive calculation. A direct comparison of
the flowfield density contour levels of these
computations with experimental data and
previously reported calculations 3 with an
equilibrium EOS 1s made in Figures 3. 4. and 5
for the three cases. The EOS use, in the gas
dynamic calculalAon is a modified version of
The overall structure of the
the Hansen EOS.
configurations may be discerned by comparing the
tri pI e poi nt ang1 es X. Xl and 4 • corner
attachment angle (in degrees; all measurements
ire by hand):

In1t1al and Boundary Conditions
A square mesh aligned with ~he wedge
surface (Figure 1) is used. The ambient state.
~. is taken to consist of 791 "2 and 211 02 at
density Po and prsssure Po corresponding to the
experimental data for each calculation. The
postshock state • ..!!J.. 15 obtained by solving the
Rank1ne-Hugonlot conditions with an additfonal
equation enforcing vibrational equilibrium. The
jump 1s then conservatively interpolated onto
the mesh, and the calculation runs to completion
~ithout further intervention.
The structure of the one~1mensional
incident shock 1s an important issue in our
analySis of the results. The reactive flow
calculations exhibit an ·overshoot- behind the
shock prior to downstream relaxation to
equilibrium (and this has been verified by longtime calculations on a one-d1mensfonal mesh);
this phenomenon may well be phYSical.
Nevertheless. a small amplitude disturbance is
introduced into the flow behind the reflected
4

a

I: exp.
Hansen
VR
CR+VR

..!
11.5
12.0
12.4
11.6

II:

exp.
Hansen
VR
CR+VR

7.5
9.6
10.0
8.2

7.8
9.0
10.2
8.5

23.0
33.5
31.5
24.0

II I.

exp.
Hansen

10.0
12.2
12.4
10.4

11.2
12.5
13.2
11.4

21-23
27.0
28.5
23.6

VR

CR+VR

work of Mike Lijewski was also an important
contribution. Discussfons with John Anderson.
Robert Oeschambault, Forrest Gilmore. Irvine
Glass, and Jacob Krfspin were extremely valuable
to us in our work here.

32.0
29.5
31.5
31.0
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It is quite clear that the comparison improves
substantially as one MOves down the page in
these figures: the degree of tangential
incidence of the contours at the reflected shock
improves and matches the 1nterferogram in the
reactive case. and the table above shows that
wave structure fidelity requires reactive flow
calculations (since the Hansen EOS includes
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boundary condition procedure. Quantitatively.
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assumption of a frozen triple point in the data
reduction for the 1nterferogram. None of the
new calculations match this condition on scales
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mesh refinement (or a tracked incident shock) is
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Figure 1.

Schematic diagram for flowfield initialization.

(01

(c)
(a)

'01

Cd)

(b)

Figure 2.

Schematic diagrams of oblique shock-Wive reflection types: (a)
regular reflection (RR); (b) single Hach reflection (SMR); complex
Mach reflection (CHR); double Mach reflection (DMR). States (0), (1),
(2), and (3) satisfy the reflection or triple pOint jump conditions.
Other standard terminology used in the text is X • triple pOint angle.
T • triple point, R -reflected shock, I • incident shock, H • Mach
stem. T' • second trip point. x· • second triple point angle, H' •
second Mach stem, and K • kink.
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Fi gure 3. "s • 7.19. e • 20°. (a) 1nterferogram from experiment; density
(Q/Q) contolr levels for, (b) gas dynamic ealuclat10n using
equ1'1brium EOS, (e) nonequ;11br1um caleulation without reaction, and
(d) nonequil1br1um. reactive flow calculation. (a), (b) reproduced
fro. Ref. 3. p.196. The values of p/po are
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Figure 4. MS • 8.70, e • 21°. (a) tnterferogram from experiment; density
(pIp) contorfr levels for (b) gas dynamic calculation using
equ1'1b1rum £OS, (c) nonequfl1brfum calculatfon without reaction. and
(d) nonequfl1br1um. reactive flow calculation. (a), (b) are
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